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Winter Fantasia moving to late February

ticcording to Anne Bakker-Gras, dirccior of

able to reserve a ballroom a year in advance.
This will allow the college to have a larger
option of dales on which to hold Fantasia.
Bakker-Gras was unsure of whether the
later date would decrease student attendance.
Last year. Fantasia sold out because of "excellent publicity" and because the formal was
designed to be "more like college than prom."
Using the same techniques this year, she
"hopes for a continued sellout."
In addition to the change in date, the
formal will not be held in the exact same
ballrooms. In previous years, the Ambassador
ballroom, holding 600people, and the Pantlind

^Student Development, the dale chosen this

ballroom, holding 200 people, have been used.

year was the "only dale we could gel al

This year, Hope will continue to use the

*Amway."

Ambassador ballroom, but has reserved the

^

The college looked for a new location to

Ford room rather than the Pantlind ballroom.

jfiold the dance, but the A m way was the only

Each hold the same number of people, with

place within a decent driving distance Irom

the only difference being that the Ford room

Hope's campus that can hold 8(X) people.

is not considered a ballroom.

by Theresa L. Hamilton
staff writer
The 1992 Winter Fantasia will be held on
Friday, Feb. 28, at the Am way Grand Plaza
Hotel.
Approximately 375 to 400 tickets will be
available for students to purchase. The tickets
will probably cost $40 per couple. This price
is set by the Social Activities Committee main
planning board.
This formal dance is usually held earlier
in the year on a Saturday evening. However,

^

in the pasl, Hope has been unable to

In addition to Fantasia, SAC is currently

feserve a ballroom until six months prior to

planning an on-campus casino event to be

Fantasia. Now that Am way realizes we reserve

held on November 22, 1991. They hope to
establish this as an annual fall tradition to go
along with Fantasia later in the year.

a block of rooms, in addition to the ballrooms,
V e are considered a conference and w i l l be

V.

File Photo

Fantasia is an annual tradition much of the student body looks
forward to. Each year students get u p early to wait in line before tickets
go on sale in the DeWitt lobby.

Communications majors form honor society
<)y Cami Relster
taff writer
^
A local chapter of Lambda Pi Eta, the
national honor society for students with an
Interest in communication, is being created at
"Hope College.
1
This is a recently formed organization,
originating on the national level in 1985. It
was started when the Speech Communication
Association (SCA) formed a committee to
txplore ways of enhancing the interest in
SCA at an undergraduate level.
Steve Smith of the University of Arkant
sas, presently the Executive Director of the
Society, was put in charge of this committee

and as a result, a local chapter of Lambda Pi
Epsilon was formed which would soon change
its name to Lambda Pi Eta with is transformation into a national society.
North Carolina Stale University student
Raymond Rodgers, head of the 1987 SCA
Undergraduate Caucus, suggested to expand
the honor society as a national organization
because it would be "an appropriate means of
furthering SCA's goal of better serving undergraduate students."
With this suggestion, the name and charter of the organization were changed to allow
for the addition of new chapters, and the
society received approval from the SCA in
1988.

Since that time, chapters have formed at
six other campuses, and many others, including
Hope, are in the process of organizing theirs.
The requirement for a student to become
a member of the honor society is a 3.2 GPA in
their major and a 3.0 GPA overall. However,
according to James Herrick of Hope's communication department, the local chapters
can define their own purposes and requirements so the conditions are negotiable.
Herrick is heading the organization of the
national society at Hope through mailings and
is presently overseeing the election of its
officers, of which there are five: President,
V ice President, Scholarship Officer, Treasurer,
and Secretary-Reporter.

"Once it is going, 1 will probably be the
faculty advisor and it will be like all the other
campus organizations," predicted Herrick.
Herrick sees the role of the Hope chapter
of Lambda Pi Eta to include at least one
campus speaker a year sponsored by the society, and most likely other speakers for the
society on the topics of graduate school or
anything that would broaden the horizons of
the members.
It will also be possible for students to
receive national recognition for research
papers and other projects. Herrick hopes the
society will provide a vehicle for academically
oriented students to find out about opportunities in the communication field.
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NEWS

Blankespoor congratulated by President Bush
i
Holland-Harvey Blankespoor, the Hope
College biologist named the nation's 1991
Professor of the Year, was congratulated for
the achievement by President George Bush at
the White House on Friday, October 18, during National Higher Education Week (Oct.
13-19).
Blankespoor and John H. Jacobson,
president of Hope College, met with the President on the eighteenth. The visit took place
while Blankespoor was in Washington, D.C.,
being formally recognized as the 1991 Professor of the Year by the Council for the
Advancement of Teaching.
At 7 p.m. Wednesday, Blankespoor was
presented a $ 10,000 cash prize contributed by
the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, and a framed certificate of
recognition at the Education Building of the
National Zoo, Smithsonian Institute. Imme-

diately afterward, he lectured on "Snails,
Streams, Swamps, and Scourges."
A reception for alumni, parents and
friends of the college preceded the award
presentation and lecture, and a Professor of
the Year Dinner, hosted by CASE, followed.
Blankespoor, who is the Frederich Garrett
and Helen Floor Dekker Professor of Biology
at Hope, was named the 1991 Professor of the
Year in September. He was chosen from
among 439 exceptional instructors nominated
by institutions throughout the United Stales.
CASE began the annual Professor of the Year
competition in 1981 to recognize undergraduate faculty members for extraordinary commitment to undergraduate teaching, for their
contributions to the lives and careers of students, and their service to their institutions
and the teaching profession. CASE began
state competitions in 1985.

Blankespoor earned his B.A. from
Westmar College in Iowa in 1963, and both
his M.S. and PhD from Iowa State University.
He was an assistant professor of zoology at
the University of Michigan from 1972-76. A
faculty member of Hope College since 1976,
Blankespoor also serves as a professor of
zoology at the University of Michigan Biological Station.
The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement and Support of Education (CASE)
is an international association of colleges,
universities, and independent elementary and
secondary schools.
Representing these institutions are professionals in the fields of alumni administration, educational fund raising, government
relations, periodicals, public relations, publications, student recruitment, and the management of these areas.

Nykerk to take place Parents' Weekend
classes. It was created as a feminine counterpart to the Pull, the college's annual tug of war
between freshman and sophomore men.
On Saturday, November 2, the 56th anHowever, the administration felt that this
nual Nykerk Cup Competition will be held at football game was "unladylike," so J.B.
10:30 in the Civic Center. The event features Nykerk developed the present fine arts commore than 300 freshmen and sophomore petition in 1937.
women competing in song, oration, and drama.
Nykerk was a professor at Hope College,
It is planned to be the highlight of Parents' a college dean, and founder of the college's
Weekend at Hope College.
music department.
This competition began in 1935 as a
His main purposes for creating this event
powder-puff football game between the were to promote the talents of women through
women of the freshman and sophomore song, oration, and drama; to develop leadership skills
among the
upperclassmen
who
coach
the
%
freshmen and
sophomores,
and to increase school
spirit in an
odd
year,
even year tradition.
The oration portion
of the comFile Photo
petition con'93 song girls sing "Mr. Sandman" In the '89 Nykerk
sists of one
competition.
student from
by Theresa L. Hamilton
staff writer
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each class speaking on the same topic. In 1977
the procedure was eliminated in favor of a
new debate style oration. Two women from
both classes presented the affirmative and
negative sides of the question. Nykerk relumed
to its original format the following year.
Nykerk has been the object of controversy for a number of years, because it is an
event held strictly for women. Last year, Eric
Westra wanted to compete in the song part of
the competition. Although the Campus Life
Board refused Westra's request, they promised to make a reassessment of Nykerk after
last year's contest. At the present time, no
decision has been made regarding the integration of Nykerk.
Nykerk produces many friendships between the students at Hope. The junior class
helps to coach the freshmen and the senior
class supports the sophomores. The girls also
have moral guys who send them flowers,
candy and signs to encourage the women to do
their best in their individual event. In addition, each girl has a secret pal to whom she
sends gifts. Their identities are kept secret
until they see one another al "meet ya in the
middle."
Like its counterpart, the Pull, Nykerk is
the outcome of intense practicing and organization. The year that shows the most effort,
talent and spirit wins the cup and becomes a
part of Hope tradition.

Program promotes student literacy
Holland ~ A new program has united
Hope College, the Holland Public Schools
and two other local organizations in helping
preschool children develop reading skills.
"Literacy Through Teamwork: Home,
School, and Preschool Child," has matched
144 preschool children and many of their
parents with Hope education students for 15
weeks of instruction. The project began in
earnest this fall, following the success of a
trial effort during the spring of 1991.
"The program is designed specifically to
address literacy issues for families, with the
real target being the preschoolers," said Tony
Donk, assistant professor of education at Hope
and the program' s director. "We know through
research and lots of other things that the best
way that we can have an impact upon
preschoolers is to make sure we pull in parents
or guardians, who can extend the activities in
the home setting."
Coordinated through the college's department of education, the cooperative program includes the Holland Public SchooFs

Head Start program. Child Development Services of Ottawa County and Holland Adult
Community Education.
The effort is supported by a two-year,
$50,000 grant from the U.S. Department of
Education, one of only 200 awarded in 198990 to develop a variety of literacy-enhancing
programs throughout the nation.
"We applied for funding for this program
because we felt there was a need in the community," Donk said. "The Community Education and Head Start people with whom we
worked certainly recognized that, and one of
the things we recognized that a more concerted
effort between the local agencies was needed."
The Hope students are assigned about 10
preschool students apiece, and work individually with each about 30 minutes per week.
Literacy-enhancing activities include reading
to the preschoolers, categorizing magnetic
letters by color and shape, dictating the story
to preschoolers, or having them draw pictures
to match the stories.
The 17 college students also work with

many of the preschoolers' parents, helping
them understand how to help their children
learn.
"What we try to impress upon parents is
that they already do pre-reading and prewriting activities and simply aren't aware of
it," Donk said. "We try to point them out and
reinforce them, and then provide materials so
that they can do them more easily."
"For example, many parents make grocery lists, and that's a wonderful pre-reading
and pre-writing activity for children if parents
involve them," Donk said. "Other good activities are involving children if you're making something using a recipe, or simply
pointing out words as you're driving down the
street."
The parents' reaction, Donk noted, has
been positive. "Some of them have said that
this is one of the few times where schools have
not only said 4 Help our children/ but have
also said, %Now we'll show you how to do
that,"' Donk said.
The Hope students develop plans for
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"Dead, white, alienated, competitive
men. have been the leading thinkers in our
society" said Tom Regan, professor of
philosophy at North Carolina State, in his
lecture last Friday on Eco-Feminism,
Animal Rights, and Deep Ecology.
Regan stressed to the audience of
about fifty people thai, "The Western
world has been dominated by the male
patriarchal sheer will to plunder, as opposed to a more interpolated way of interacting with the Earth," more in line
with the thinking of Eco-feminists and
Animal Rights activitists, both of which
follow an existential creed, placing emphasis on the specific; every organism
counts.
Eco-feminism and Animal Rights
Activism condemn hunting and fur trap*
pmg because it causes the individual to
suffer. Regan juxtaposed these two groups
against Deep Ecologywhich places emphasis on the general, justifying hunting
and fishing on the grounds that if done
properly, it won't damage the Earth's
ecology as a whole. Regan advocated the
former two groups.
"But one similarity they all have are
the resoiocestoquestion authority and lay
down the gauntlet in regards to a humancentered tradition."
Regan stressed that we should stop
thinking "me first and switch it to the first:
the trees, the plants, the Earth," breaking
away from the traditional depiction of the
world as an object for humans to plunder.
The most striking aspect of the lecture
was Regan's extreme intellectual, and
empirical, reaction to all forms of the
typical He radically insisted on the need
to break away from most modes of existing
thought in order to discover, question, and
find. He cited that a rebellion against the
old ways was already occurring. "This
year, thirty-eight percent of incoming
freshmen reported that they had publicly
protested in public, compared to sixteen
percent at the height of the Vietnam War.
A new age of activism is being ushered
in."
One issue he didn't address, perhaps
becausc of time restraint, was whereon
the Pbilogemc scale does one draw the
line in regards to what's considered nonviolent? In other words, are humans in a
position to claim that killing avegetabieis
After the lecture, Regan h a n d i d
questions for a few minutes. When asked

ac• tivism he calmly, with a boyish smite,
former life.'
working with the children and the parents*
through their coursework at the college. In*
class they also learn about how literacy,
emerges, how children become ready to leam
to read and how to evaluate their students - '
literacy level.
*
An additional benefit of the program for«
the Hope students is that they leam to work i n , ,
a multi-cultural classroom, according to Donk.
He estimated that more than 50 percent of the*
students in the Harrington Head Start sections^
for example, are non-Caucasian.
.4
"That's another good opportunity for our
students because they have the multi-cultural*
students and they work with their parents a /
well," Donk said. Donk added that the op-<
portunity to meet and work with parents in r
general is unusual.
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Campus date rape a growing concern
(CPS)--The nation's experts on campus
rape told horror stories.
More than 10 fraternity brothers gangrape a virgin at San Diego Slate University.
One year after the incident, the fraternity
holds a party in honor of the event. No one is
prosecuted.
A fraternity chapter at Ohio State University and another at Bloomsburg University
in Penn-sylvania require pledges to commit a
gang rape or beat up a woman for induction.
Countless women report date and acquaintance rapes only to be told by police and
campus administrators that they are to blame.
"Why were you drinking? Why were you
alone in the man's apartment?"
Their forceful voices sent vibrations of
anger, frustration and utter confusion bouncing
of the walls as they recounted story after story
of sexual assault on college campuses, large
and small, public and private-nationwide.
Why is this happening?
At the first Conference on Sexual Assault
on Campus, experts on rape, students and
those working at colleges and universities in
counseling, law enforcement and
adminstration promoted a national campaign
against rape.
The recent conference in Orlando, Fl.,
was sponsored by the Safe Schools Coalition
Inc., a non-profit organization dedicated to
making colleges and schools a safer place to
live and work.
One in four women in college today will
be the victim of rape or attempted rape.
Rape, especially date and acquaintance
rape, is the most underreported of any crime.
About 75 percent of campus rapes involve
alcohol.
Those figures come from Andrea Parrot
of Cornell Uni versity's Department of Human
Services Studies. Parrot is one of the nation's
leading researchers of date and acquaintance
rape on college campuses.
Parrot isn't the only expert armed with
sobering statistics. Bemice Sandler, executive
director of the Association of American

College's Status and Education of Women
project, says 100 gang rapes have been reported at colleges and universities since 1985.
Both agree that altitudes are much of the
problem.
"There are people out there who think
dale rape is and oxymoron," Parrot says. "We
have to think about the types of students on
our campuses that we need to reach...and
realize that we can' t change opinions with one
(educational) program.
"We need to take baby steps to change
their attitudes."
The attitude problems are coming from
many directions.
"A lot of these men have perceptions
diametrically opposed to the women. They
don't really know they committed a rape," she
says.
"There are also a number of women who
say they only go out with nice men, so they're
not at risk. They say,'This won't happen to
me.'"
Parrotaddsthaladminislrators' responses
are crucial as well. She divides them into three
groups: those who won't deal with campus
rape until it happens on their campus, those
who bury their heads in the sand and come up
with creative ways to prevent victims from
reporting rapes, and those who see that date
rape is real and take steps to prevent it from
happening.
"We need to tell administrators to revise
their policies... and tell them that if we don't
handle this problem it could cost them a lot of
money (from lawsuits)," she says.
Police now promote sensitivity and
training.
"If your people in your department at
your university don'l care, nothing you do
will come across right," says Richard
Turkiewicz, police chief at the University of
Central Florida. "Don't look for reasons why
not to help, don't say, 'You violated this
safely principle, you did this and that wrong.'"
Leslie Scoville of the Rutgers University
police department agrees and adds that in

addition to taking added security measures on
campuses to prevent rape-such as additional
lighting, keeping shrubs trimmed, evaluating
building plans, the scheduling of night classes
and establishing campus emergency communication-individual officer training is crucial.
"One session a year is not enough," she
says. "We have to work with prosecutors,
rape crisis counseling services and victim
assistance programs."
People also need to encourage prosecution, they say.
Carol Bohmer, a former attorney and
now a professor in Cornell's sociology department, says taking rape charges through
the criminal justice system may prove more
beneficial toa victim that a university's judicial
system.
"The goal of the campus judicial system
is different. Its primary interest is in protecting students, its reputation, its finances," she
says. "The criminal justice system focuses on
punishing offenders."
Many victims are shying away from
criminal prosecution these days and turning
to civil action against the alleged rapist and
against the schools for improperly handling
the victim's report of the rape, Bohmer says.
"This is an increasing area in rape...these
are situations in which universities can be
liable," Bohmer says.
Even with the increase in civil action, a
large percentage of victims do not lake any
action for fear of blame, embarrassment, fear
of retaliation from her attacker and fear that
no one will believe her.
Jennifer Rabold, a senior at the University of Richmond, is jusl one of 60 students
who bonded together at the conference to
form the National Coalition of Students
Against Sexual Assault.
The organization has lofty goals: It plans
to develop student workshops and presentations that will be coordinated for presentation
nationally, to write a newsletter, to address
the issues of sexual assault among different

ethnic groups, to from a network of professionals working in the field, to establish t
library with information about rape, and tc
form a support system for rape survivors thai
will help them relocate to another school il
their administration is not responsive.
Rabold says the students have also effectively earned spots on the newly formed Safe
Schools Coalition, which was initially made
up of counselors, professors and administrators.
"Students have had an impact," she says.
"Administrators can say all they want about
date rape, but students are peer counselors and
they need to realize that, they need to train us.
Their programs look good on paper but it's I he
students who carry them out."
Rabold says because so many rapes are
not reported, students who are friends of the
victim often become counselors by default.
The students agree with the experts that
education is the key to prevention.
Experts agree that the most aggressive
educational materials published about date
rape on campus, such as posters and videotaped
discussions, are distributed by the Santa
Monica Rape Treatment Center, available by
calling 1-213-319-4000 or by writing to the
treatment center in the Santa Monica Hospital
Medical Center, 1250 Sixteenth Street, Santa
Monica, CA 90404.
Rabold says anyone interested in joining
the national student coalition can write to its
coordinator, Ashley Belcher at Washington
University, 6515 Wydown, Box 4290, St.
Louis, MO 63105.
Another group taking action on the issue
of date rape is the National Interfratemity
Conference. This organization offers Greek
men a 22-minule video called "Fraternity
Men on Dale Rape: A Candid Conversalion"
that features the male view of date rape. "A
catalyst for conversalion," says the group's
brochure.
A spokesperson at the Conference of
Sexual Assault said the fraternity group can
hardly keep up with the demand for the video.

Tightening budgets force library cutbacks
(CPS)-College and university libraries against the concept we are based on."
are the latest victims of the budget-culling
Still, some have contemplated and acted
guillotine, and administrators are frantically of fee proposals. At the University of Texas at
looking for ways to trim expenses without Dallas, the student newspaper the Mercury
losing their heads.
reported that the Student Service Fee ComA shortage of money has resulted in mittee made an unprecedented decision to use
cutbacks in hours, cancellations in journal fee money to keep the library open longer that
subscriptions, delays in expensive book pur- the hours funded by he state.
chases and in some cases, fee increases.
To generate more money without re"It'sabigproblem/'saysSarahPritchard, sorting to user fees, however, some schools
associate executive director of the Association have hired full-time library development ofof Research Libraries.
ficers who solicit
"It's a grave concern for
special library enthe future of education
dowments
and
"It's a grave concern for
and for the building up
grants and try to
the future of education
of scholarly research."
encourage alumni
and
for
the
building
up
of
Even
though
donations and other
scholarly
research/'
money is tight, most
gift-giving.
—Sarah Pritchard
schools don't want to
"We do get a
reduce the money they • • m m h b b h
lot of donations of
give their libraries, so they are allocating the books, but unfortunately they're not always
same amount of money as last year.
the books we need," says John Flemming,
But the cost of library materials has tripled intern co-director of library services al
since last year because of inflation, Pritchard Edinboro University of Pennsylvania.
says. So, administrators are facing de facto
As other alternatives, many schools are
reductions in their budgets and are now looking to share sources through programs
scrambling to find alternative sources of like inter-library loan; they are cutting back
funding and innovative ways to avoid cutting on investments in rare book collections; they
are charging minimal fees for specialized
v-H off access to materials.
Unlike other student services, however, services and they are focusing on continued
most administrators firmly reject the idea of technological advancements like computer
initialing a fee-for-service method of gener- databases that will save money in the long
ating more revenue.
run.
"Fees are very controversial because liOn the down side, however, many schools
braries are based on the philosophy of pro- are also reducing staff hours and cancelling
viding unlimited access to information^ subscriptions to some scholarly journals.
Pritchard says. "User fees for basic services
"We've been circulating lists of journals
and for primary users is so fundamentally to departments asking them which ones to get

rid of," says P. Grady Morein, director of budget, but we had to cancel 1,060 journals
library services al the University of West just to hold the line," says Dale Monlanelli,
Florida. "Faculty have tended to resist those director of administrative services for the
cuts and are asking us to get rid of the books library.
first."
Pritchard says it's important to continue
West Florida is also cutting its hours-the journal subscriptions because it costs more to
library is currently closed on Saturdays and reorder missing back issues when subscriphas shaved a half hour from its daily hours of lions are renewed after a period of cancellaoperation.
lion.
Students, upset with the reduction of
Monlanelli says students at Illinois
hours, are petitioning the university's admin- haven't protested loo loudly yet, but "by the
istration.
beginning of next
At the University
month I'm sure we'll
"We
didn't
receive
cuts
to
of Arizona, where
notice a hue and cry."
our
materials
budget,
but
daily closing hours
Because most of
we had to cancel 1,060
were shifted from 2
the reduced hours took
a.m. to midnight beeffect
at
the
journals just to hold the
cause of cuts, student
university's specialline."
government officials
ized libraries and be—Dale
Montanelli
objected so strongly u
m cause the journals
that the university reallocated $24,000 to the cancelled were more specialized, "graduate
library to reinstate the lost hours.
students primarily are going to feel it the
There are still real cuts in other areas that worst," she says.
at the moment aren't apparent," says Carla
The University of New Mexico also had
Stoffle, Arizona's head librarian. "There will to reduce library hours.
be less access to materials and less biblio"It's a sign to me that the University of
graphical access, among other things."
New Mexicois going backwards," Kay Smith,
Arizona's library had its budget cut a graduate student, told the Daily Lobo.
$240,000 this year, but the administration had
Faculty aren't happy, either.
promised Stoffle $1 million for technical au"They have been quite concerned and
tomation of the library.
very sympathetic. They're making their own
"We are aggressively moving ahead with cuts right now. We're all just aiming for cuts
the automation and that will ultimately enhance with the least harm," Montanelli adds.
our services," she said.
Even though some library officials are
At the University of Illinois in Urbana, a painting a grim picture of the near future,
$233,000 cut to the library's service budget Pritchard says everyone realizes the critical
also forced hour reductions.
importance of the services provided to students
"We didn't receive cuts to our materials and communities.
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Inklings editor optimistic about recovery from heart attack
by Scolt Runyon
features editor
Gary Pepe, 41, the first non-traditional
student to hold editorship of a major student
publication at Hope, sustained a heart attack
but is now looking foreword to recovering in
better health than before the attack.
"1 will have X amount of permanent
damage," said Pepe. Even so, he said the
doctors have given him some good news. "If
I loose enough weight I will be at least as
healthy as before."
The first four days were very critical and
rough on his whole family.
"Now, we're all in good shape because
the prognosis is so good," says Pepe.
He plans on returning to school part time
in January pursuing his Spanish Major and
History Minor in addition to editing Inklings.
The attack curtailed Pepe's activities in a
big way causing him to withdraw from his
classes this semester and drop Inklings. Recently, he has been able to get out more often
and even start driving again.
He is excited about coming back and
working with Inklings. He is still interested in
putting one together this semester since there

are some submissions already in.
He's not sure if the administration will
let him since he had to drop his classes and is
not officially a student.
As of now Inklings will not be published
this semester.
"There were a couple warning signs with
symptoms of a heart attack before the big

PR Photo

Gary Pepe and his wife Ginny are two non-traditional Hope
students. Gary recently suffered a heart attack which forced him to
discontinue taking classes for this semester.

U.S. and Soviet cultures
Masha Mazurik has been all over Western Europe. As a model, she has travelled
through the Soviet Union, Germany, and
DenmarL
On arriving in the United States, she,
like the other Soviet students that are studying at Hcpe this year, visited Chicago. She
noted the similarities between Chicago and
Moscow.
She finds little difference between the
cities in Russia and thae ones that she encountered in Western Europe and even the
ones that she has visited here in the U.S.
Mazurik noticed that it is "wetter here."
but that otherwise the weather is the same
as it is a l
Moscow, "ft is
now
St. Petersburg.
It is fine for
me. but for
those guys
who are from
the Southern
regions, i t ' s
cold and wet.

class, and one on the history of dance. One of
her hobbies Is dancing.
"In Moscow, we don' t have to dohomework as thoroughly as here-we can skip
classes and miss papers. It will offend, but
not so much as here. We pay more attention
and papers."
Since there are no quizzes or other reasons for the students to keep up on their
studying, many Soviet students do not study
at all until a few days before their midterm
exams, when they read all of their books.
Mazurik likes living at Phelps, especially since in the Soviet Union she lives at
1
' I ' v e never heard of these lofts in my

People are more religious here
than there. The U.S.S.R. is now
turning toward religion. There v
such a time when it all was
prohibited, but now everyone is
eager to go to church.
—Masha Mazurik

He was admitted to Holland Hospital on
the evening of Labor Day. Four days later he
was transfered to Butterworth Hospital in
Grand Rapids.
The heart attack was caused by a blood
clot in his left decending artery.
Pepe remained at Butterworth for 15 days
and was released 10 days earlier than expected.
"It doesn 't matter how much it cost. They
kept me alive," said Pepe about the hospital
bills which have now totaled about $45,000.
He is now looking into getting insurance.
"The care 1 had at Butterworth was superb," said Pepe. 4 The nurses and doctors
were dedicated and caring."
He is now taking four types of medicine
to lower his blood pressure, keep his heart
pumping and his weight down. Pepe is also on
a low fat, low salt diet but is eating normal
otherwise.
He has been in physical therapy for about
two and a half weeks where he is regaining the
strength lost in the heart attack.
Pepe went in Monday to have a heart
exam assessing exactly how much damage
was done to his heart. Results are not yet
available.

Hope student honored
by Governor Engler

simi-

by Erika firubaker
staff writer

one," said Pepe. "I had a super-intense pain in
the center of my chest."
He didn't go to the hospital right away
after feeling these pains because he didn't
have insurance and knew it would be expensive. But after the pain lasted a number of
hours longer than usual he figured something
had to be done.

space on
floor. I will tiy
to build
when 1
back-I wish I
struction. I
will bring the

They are used to warm and dry."
At the age of 21, she studies history at
the Historical Archive College in Moscow,
The history she studies is "general-from
ancient to modern, U.S.S.R. to Europe, and
the United States."

idea back with me."
"People arc more
there. The U.S.S.R. is now turning toward
religion. There was such a time when it all
was prohibited, but now everyone iseager to
go to church."

Mazurik likes it here in the U.S. Before
she came she was told, "it is like a paradise
here-I didn't find it." She is not disappointed, though.
"In the Soviet Union, you can trust everybody. Here it happens sometimes, not
often. It's not so much shanng.
People are more benevolent here —
smiling and saying. 'Hi* all the time, even
w h e n the
y tort know you and they have
nothing to smite about."
Mazurik's classes here at Hope areeasier
| | n the ones that she takes at the college in
Moscow.
She is taking a history class, a dance

Mazurik is enjoying her stay here in
Holland. She likes the idea of visiting for a
few months, but could not stay forever,
Although Mazurik has not done much
travelling in the United States since she has
been here, she plans to visit Florida and
Colorado during Christmas vacation.
In Colorado, she will ski with a group of
guys from the U.S. Olympic skiing team.
She modeled for a U.S. magazine, and the
photographer, an ex-professional skier, arranged for her to ski with the team.
Mazurik is a little nervous at this prospcct-"l am not such a good skier. I hope 1 do
not crash."

by Scott Runyon
features editor
Janet Hernandez ('95) was one of nine
^college students in Michigan to be honored by
Governor John Engler in conjunction with the
statewide celebration of Hispanic Heritage
Month.
She received the Governor's Special Student Recognition Award for her outstanding
scholastic performance and leadership.
Engler came to know of her achievements after she placed high in the running for
a couple scholarships including the Michigan
Opportunity Fund.
"I liked the fact that the Governor took
the time to recognize Hispanics-that's something unique," said Hernandez.
Hispanic Heritage Month ran from September 15 through October 15.
Janet was involved in many activities in
high school including the Hispanic Heritage
Alliance, S.A.D., International Quill and
Scroll, Student Leadership Forum in 1989
and served as National Art Honor Society
President. She also worked a bit with the
Traverse City newspaper as well as her school
paper.
"I chose Hope because of its reputation
for education quality and its general attitude
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Janet Hernandez ('95)
toward education," said Janet.
On her way to being tri-lingual, Janet is
looking at a Multi-Linguistics Major. She is
taking Japanese now and already speaks
Spanish and English.
Janet is interested in doing some sort of
ambassadorial work after graduation but is
not sure at this time.
She plans on pursuing some of her interests in art and journalism while at Hope which
may including writing for The anchor. The
Hispanic student organization and classes have
been keeping her busy in the meantime.

No more blah Friday nights
(CPS)-Do you have the Saturday night
blahs? Doing the same old boring thingpizza, then a movie? Drab dates are out, say
the authors of2,002 Things To Do On A Date.
Dale Edwards, a former University of
Indiana student, and girlfriend Cyndi Haynes
started writing the 116-page volume on their
135th date, and mailed the manuscript to the
publisher on their 286th date. A slick little
book in a hot-pink jacket, the book proclaims
to be for people of any age who want to put
some zip in the love lives.
The authors, who obviously enjoy making lists, say that being in their early 30s made
them authorities on dating. The inspiration for
the book hit after the couple tired of monotonous dates, decided to get creative about
their time together.
The book also offers tips on first dates.

and ways of checking to see if the relationship
has a future.
For instance, a chapter entitled "An Enlightened Date" suggests that you "spend an
evening counting your blessings" or "go to a
biofeedback seminar." Another chapter is
entitled "The Couple that Plays Together Stays
Together" with suggestions such as "challenge
each other at Nintendo," "join a coed volleyball
league," or "compete at gin rummy."
"We haven't really done all 2,002 things
ourselves," admits Edwards, "but since publishing the book, we've had a couple of times
when we didn't know what we wanted to do,
so we've gone through the book and found
something to do."
The authors report the book is a hit-not
jusl with single people, but married couples as
well.
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HUNGRY?

THIRSTY?

Take 9 wak over to

1 C K E L O D E O
bits

of

bites

y«tt«rday

of

today

at 24 E. 3th St. between College and Central.

ONLY 2 BLOCKS

FROM CAMPUSII

WE'RE YOUR CLOSEST STOF
FOR ICE CREAM. GOURMET POPCORN.
HOT OOGS. SOUPS. ANP SPECIALTY SANPWICHES!
AN P.... WEIL GIVE YOU A FREE
LARGE SOFT PRINK OR SMALL ICE CREAM CONE
WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY SPECIALTY SANPWICH.
Just show us your Hope LP* and tell us you saw this ad!
Offer good through October 31st.
Open 9-9 Monday thru Friday and 9-5 on Saturday.

Now Appearing

Erik & Charlie

Concerned?

(The Folklizards)

In the Lounge Thursday,
October 24, 9:30-1:30

Starting Soon...
Monday Night
Football on
Big Screen TV

Pregnancy?
Birth Control?
Sexually Transmitted Diseases?
AIDS?

THe
Hatch

Call X7585
Confidential counseling.
Free Pregnancy testing

1870 Ottawo Beach Rd., Holland, Ml

399-9120

HOPE COLLEGE HEALTH CLINIC

License to Chill Special...
' O Chiij

KORNER

Show your license
to chill card to recieve a
discount on a special
food combo!

Catcfi tfie fever with a %[etz p.m. special!!
Shake-of-the night...
Each night we have a
different flavor ice cream
shake for only $.99!

$.99 Evening Special...
You asked for it... we
have it. Try a Kletz $.99
food special.

»

>
>

AND NOW... There's 3 more ways to win at the kletz.

Enter nightly to win a fabulous prize. See

our prize display at the Kletz!

<
*
V

T
S

WIN! WIN!
Sweatshirts!

ABC Monday Night Football T-Shirts, hats, etc. Pepsi merchandise - Bart Simpson

i
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Editorial
Editorship is a joint responsibility
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T h i s week , in lieu of a traditional editorial, it is necessary
to address an issue concerning the newspaper staff that has
arisen in the past week.
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Many people have the mistaken idea that Carrie Maples
in the editor in chief of The anchor. This is not the case.
Carrie and Steve Kaukonen hold the positions of co-editors
of the paper. They share the responsibility and the decision
making.
When the issue of power over what is printed in The
anchor arises, as it has in regard to Steve's column last week,
they share an equal amount of voice and neither has the
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This is not always a perfect system and there are
drawbacks but it is a working system of compromise and
consideration. When they accepted the task of co-editing the
newspaper neither expected to have to censor the other, and
neither intends to ever do so.
In order for the system to work both have to be willing
to listen to the other's advice and recommendations. This
d o e s not m e a n not r u n n i n g a c o l u m n b e c a u s e of
disagreements, this means hearing each other out and
considering the results of the decisions.
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When a reader has a problem with something that
appears in Deep Thoughts or in Over My Head the problem
should be taken up with the writer of that column. This will
save one or the other of them a hassle and save the readers
the feeling that they are getting the run around.
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Carrie Maples
Steve Kaukonen
Jill Flanagan

News e d i t o r
Campus editor
Features editor
Arts editor
Sports editor
Photo editor.
Asst. photo editor
Production editor

Cynlhia Tanty
Scott Runyon
Man Buys
Cal Hodgson
Rich Blair
Bret Bussey
Maria Van Baren

Copy-editor.
Page designer.
Business Manager

Linda Warner
Cami Reister
Kristen Bauss

Co-ad managers

Rosie Castillo
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Kiric Krahn
WadeGugino

Faculty advisor

Dr. Dennis Rentier
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Letters to the Editors
Columnist has sexist temper tantrum
Dear Editors,
Melhinks the gentlemen doth
protest too much.
Steve, as fascinating as your
personal life may be to your immediate family, it is not appropriate
fodder for The anchor.
To use your editorial privilege
for the purpose of having a sexist
temper tantrum is hardly cricket.
Are we really to believe that
women are the problem in your
equation? Can it be true that Steve +
Women (evil, nasty Eves) = Steve
getting shot all to pieces time and
again? I don^t think so.
"Physician,heal thyself!"I sincerely doubt (I do all my doubting
that way) WOMEN are the problem
in this 1+1=1 quandary of yours.
Instead, just perhaps, it may be you
and the decisions you make which

make them decide "just to be
friends." Things that make you go
hmm.
Look, I appreciate your point,
you want to go on a date, fine. You
want a young woman to ask you,
fine. You want her to pay, debatable. But take it from a young woman
(and all women, young and old)don't just sit by the phone and pant.
If you really want someone to ask
you out, you really have to work at
it.
Or maybe you should start
reading Seventeen and Glamour and
Cosmo for those all important "get
your man (woman)" tips.
I hesitate to add, but feel that it
must be said, remember Steve, that
we are the only game in town.
Have fun waiting by the phone.
Julia Hitzing

women
^«NaciaooftwheoIwilte H.periwpsbeaore accurate to $ay
to f f o mehor mm insigftts. m woraw's choiccs were often
questionswe<Hn^atoet however, ^ Iteited by unfair eustomsaod tradi.
tod8)f<W<xlne8(fey.Oct.i6)Iread lions? I think so.
fl»ite>st recent issue and without
Kaukonen's attempt at a reeven checking the moon. I knew it traction at the end does not help the
would be blue enough.
situation at all. He openly admits
How did! know? Well. I knew that he has been propagating steI couldn't helpbut write a response reotypes. Saying that that was what
to Steve Kaukoncn's disturbing hewasdomgdoesn'terasethedeed.
Uttte-how shall I say kl-spouting He slandered women in a way which
ahog h i s women trouble. One can, sadly, still be gotten away with
doesn't need to be an "overly sen- at Hope, in a format which is sponsitive woman" (as Kaukonen puts sored by my student activities fees,
it in his writing's rather cowardly
The retraction also proved how
closing), or even androgynous, to technically weak the piece was. If it
be disturbed by an article like this, was written in the "satirical seise."
Tteoughout his piece, Kaukonen whynotjustlcaveoutthefinalnote?
uses terrible stereotypes and mac- I don't think Swift ever wrote "just
c g e , incomplete information kidding" after any of his essays,
about women. The old Eve refer* We're all liberally educated here at
agree? Not all women wanted to be you'rebeingsatirical.Reka Jellema,

cussedthi»articfesaid/'11w(c'si»
way thiscanbeconstrucd as satire.
Such whtey, self-fcBulgeat rheto
nc makes me want topake. it is not
only ofiwslve to women, b
any intelHgent
Steve, I believe the root of
yoorprcWcmisnotsomach women
as it is your own attitude. Why
define your own rote as a human
being by what others think you
should be? Hold open the door if
you want to. Don't if you'd rather
not 1 think women (as ail people}
are attracted to others with back*
bones. THis piece of writing is an
exoskeleton with spikes. It portrays
an attitude that can cut you off
from, and can hurt, others. I hope it
only appear during thebluemSn.
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While I was home for fall break
I was listening to the radio with my
sister; she*s 12 and in the throes of
puberty. The DJ played "the latest
by Bryan Adams/' and my sister
asked me if he'dbeen around before
Robin Hood.
That made me feel so old. I
remember being 14 and crazy about
"Summer of '69!"

OVER MY HEAD

There are other things that have
had a similar effect lately. Now that
I'm a senior I am starting to realize
that people are expecting me to be
grown up, responsible and mature.
After all, in six short months
! ' 11 be unleashed on the world as an
educated, qualified adult. Sound
kind of scary for the world doesn't
it?

Feeling old

You know you're getting old
when:

CARRIE MAPLES

...you hear Donny Osmond's
"Love Will Survive" on the radio
and you realize you remember the
days when he sang "One Bad Apple"

with his brothers and shared a TV
show with Marie.
...your friends (especially your

college friends) start getting married and you have to 1) buy them a
wedding present and 2) find a date
for their wedding. It only gets worse
when they start having kids and you
have to go to baby showers.
...you go out to dinner with
friends and you discover you can
order a drink with dinner because
you're actually 21.
...you realize your mother was
right about something, even if it was
only that you shouldn't wash your
white socks with your black turtlenecks.
...you get excited when you buy
a new frying pan because it means
you can cook for more than one.
...you watch that new show Step
by Step and recognize that it is
nothing more than a '90s version of
The Brady Bunch, and you wish
they'd bring back Mike, Carol, Alice
and the kids.
...you can remember when
Pumps were only allowed on the

basketball couit on parent's night.
...you start talking about
spending yourtuture with one person and you start discussing the Mword (for those of you who haven't
had this experience, the M-word is
marriage).
Then you get really scared
because you realize you ARE old
enough to talk about the M-word.
...you can remember when a
compact disc was something you
had surgery on, not something you
listened to.
...you think taking a nap is a
reward, not a punishment, and the
privilege is too frequently wasted
on the young.
...it suddenly dawns on you that
your 4t baby" brother is a senior in
high school and the last time you
lived with him his voice hadn't
changed yet.
...you go on vacation to visit
your boyfriend and people think you
are on your honeymoon.

...you're taking the kids you
babysit out for ice cream and the
people sitting next to you tell you
what cute kids you have and that,
"They have your eyes."
...you can remember when every household had as many dishwashers as it had kids.
...the soap opera kids that were
bom when you were in high school
have kids of their own and have
been married a couple of times.
...you date back to the days when
remote control applied to cars, not
TVs, VCRs and stereos.
...you sit around watching videos and Michael Jackson 's'Thriller"
comes on and your little sister
doesn't even know what it is.
...you start looking seriously at
graduate schools, and wondering if
you can actually get into the program
you want.
...your parents only buy you
clothes on special occasions like
Christmas and birthdays.

Women really do want it all—equality
Dear Editors,

man justice.

I am writing in response to Steve
Kaukonen's latest publication in his
Deep Thoughts column.
I will not be touching on the
literary faults of this piece for 1
haven't enough space. However,
Steve began his piece with the
warning that his column contained
sexist terminology and connotations. Steve, I'd have to agree with
you there. Just so you know, warning us does not excuse such sexist
statements. At the close of your
column you wrote that your piece
was written in the satirical sense and
should not be taken as absolute truth.
First of all, your article was not
written in satirical form. Secondly,
by using the words "absolute truth"
you signify that your piece contained
some truth. Even if you felt that your
column was a joke I will mention
that every joke reflects an attitude
held to some degree. You also wrote
"Before I start receiving death threats
from every overly sensitive woman
on campus..." One beautiful quality
of women is that they rarely feel the
need to murder, you must have
confused us with the male sex. As an
overly sensitive woman on campus
I do not want to kill you. I believe
you are a worthy young man with a
lot of things to leam, just as we all
have a lot to leam.
I am a Christian trying to deserve the title. When Christ physically left the earth He commanded
mankind to love their neighbor as
themselves. Second to loving God,
mankind's greatest command is hu-

Women hurt. 1 thought 1 was
going to agree with your first point
but it seems I am coming from a
different point of view. A woman
gets raped once every six minutes in
the United States. Yes, women hurt.
Sixty-three percent of women were
sexually abused as children and incidentally their emotional, spiritual,
physical and mental development
has been altered. Yes, women hurt.
Women weren't given a legal voice
in America until the 1920s and even
then most of society did not accept
their voice as worthy. Yes, women
hurt. Many churches will use misunderstood verses of the Apostle
Paul to tell spiritually gifted women
they are spiritually inferior. Yes,
women hurt.
When you are frustrated by the
indecisiveness of a woman concerning her feelings keep this in
mind, for centuries women have
been told that they cannot want
anything for themselves. If women
do want something for themselves
they are often told it should replicate
what a man wants.
You say women of the 1950s
wanted to stay home. Some did and
some do today. Others were told
that good women should want to
stay home. Nazi soldiers wanted to
kill Jews during WWII but that does
not signify that that was a decision
they made independent of psychological manipulation or that all Germans will always want to kill Jews.
Untasteful? Sorry, truth hurts.
You wrote that women today

obeying Corinthians.
As far as sexist language is conhumanity is left useless to pay that cerned, don't say, "women can't
one back. The philosophy of giving h a n d l e . " H o n e y , w o m e n can
You wrote that some women your date a gift in expectation of "handle" a lot. Women can "handle"
go too far. Some women do go too emotional and/or physical results physical pain better than men.
far, as do some men (sometimes we might be called a philosophy of the Women who were victims of emocall that rape). When a woman ap- escort service. When a woman feels tional, spiritual, mental and physipears to go too far, keep in mind that she owes a man something because cal oppression have actually died
by challenging the worth of a woman of his "gifts," she may consciously because they "handled" it instead of
one challenges the essence of the or unconsciously pretend she shares telling someone.
There are favorite songs which
woman-person. Our womanhood is his emotional or physical desires.
not a part of who we are, it is the Such situations end in date rape and/ men and women listen to that use
basis of who we are. Thus when or "Dear John" letters. I suggest sexist language. It is important that
someone challenges the worthiness detouring such pain and frustration we understand this language to be
of the woman sex, they challenge by encouraging your date that you sexist and know the impact that sexist
the worthiness of every woman. owe one another nothing emotion- or racist language has upon our
judgments toward humanity. Songs
Women are bound to get riled up if ally or physically.
As far as women being over- which say, "when you say 'no,' you
they understand the accusation.
Your comment conceming Eve sensitive, men are simply less sen- really mean 'yes'" do not build
screwing it up for all of us is not sitive than women. However, men c o m m u n i t y b e t w e e n men and
satirical, that's what we call theol- should never be considered the norm women. Such songs tell men and
o g y - v o l a t i l e theology actually. of humanity. On a general basis, women that a woman cannot think
Adam and Eve sinned equally, dis- men think with one side of their for herself and that she shouldn't
torting our world into one in which brain at a time, while women think try.
In your closing, you mentioned
males and females "whine, are with both sides simultaneously. The
moody..." However, if you are go- result of this is that men will usually that men are not perfect. I would
ing to talk of our falleness those separate rational thoughts from have to agree. Women are not perqualities are far superior to other emotional thoughts while women fect either. Understanding that huways in which we degrade one an- think more holistically. This is not manity is fallen, individuals must
other. Even if you do not accept the to say that some women do not tend make a concerted effort to work
equality of original sin, know that to separate their emotions from their toward community and social jusindividuals continue to choose to rational thoughts, just as some men tice. By no means is a stereo-typical,
tend to think more holistically. Un- generalizing, and insensitive attack
live as fallen people.
You wrote of sending flowers, fortunately, men who think holisti- such as your latest column ever
writing poems, spending time and cally are usually called "over-sensi- productive.
I thank you for your time.
money on worpen and being left tive wimps." An example of such a
want it all. Funny thing that. South
Africans want it all too. Oppressed
people usually want it all-their Godgiven rights that is.

tian, you should note that Jesus Christ
was the greatest gift ever given and

with pocket change and no woman.
This causes me to suspect that you
think you deserve something for your
gifts. A gift is to be given with no
strings attached. If you are a Chris-

man is the Apostle Paul. Paul consistently used inclusive language in
his tender-hearted letters. At one
point, Paul actually "admitted" to
crying while he wrote to the dis-

Sincerely,
Wendy Morris

Focusing on the problem does help
Dear Editors,
We would like to respond to the

Unquestionably, there is a place
for satire; we have to be able to
laugh at our humanness pertaining to reRehashing the same old images, whether
lationships. However,
satirical or sincere, does not enable
a satire on male/fesociety to move above and beyond such a
male r e l a t i o n s h i p s
mindset. Everyone is aware of the
would be more appropriate when directed
legitimate frustrations involving
toward males and fer e l a t i o n s h i p s . . b u t simply dwelling on
males. instead of fothe problem is not productive.
cusing criticism on

article by Steve
Kaukonen, entitled
" W o m e n " in last
week's anchor. Before we are accused
ofbeing "overly sensitive women" (liv-y
ing up to the stereotype that only women
are sensitive to these
issues), this is in no way a personal
vendettaagainstSteve,ratheragainst
the manner in which the issue of
relationships was addressed. Women
are constantly victims of stereotypes,
Rehashing the same old images,

1
v

Y whether satirical or sincere, does

not enable society to move above
and beyond such a mindset. Every-

one is aware of the legitimate frustrations involving relationships between males and females (disregarding the ten percent of gay/lesbian population to whom this does
not apply), but simply dwelling on
the problem is not productive.

women only,
Sincerely,
Andrea Partenheimer
Jonathan Quirk
Elizabeth Bos
Matthew Kline

\
;\
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Happiness is making the final
payment on my car. After two and
DEEP THOUGHTS
one-half years of putting out money
each month, I have made my final
payment and now the car is all mine.
It's great to finally have people
commenting on the content of The
anchor, instead of misspellings, etc.
Did anyone notice the misspelled
words in my past column?
Either I'm getting wiser or lazier - Two days before fall break, 1
ran out of underwear, so instead of
doing laundry, 1 went out to Meijer
and bought some new underwear,
and did laundry when 1 went home.
Thumbs down to Denny's restaurant. Last Friday night 1 went to
Denny's with some friends, and reThings I think
quested to be seated in the nonsmoking section. For some reason, STEVE KAUKONEN
they put us in the smoking section
and were lucky enough to be bathed finally moved to the non-smoking
section.
in smoke.
Thumbs down to people who
After complaining toour waiter,
who was less than helpful, we were smoke in public places. Second

out and support your team whether
il be cross country, volleyball, soccer, football or other sport of inter-

.Buta feeling 1000 dmesbetter than
that is a first kiss.
Hope*s campus is a beautiful
campus, but even more so during

hand smoke is so disgusting, unhealthy and annoying.
If you have the opportunity, go
on an off-campus program to Philadelphia, Washington D.C., Chicago,
Vienna, etc. It will definitely be
worth your while.
Meijer is starting to get too big.
Last Thursday night it took me over
an hour to find 15 items. IknowI'm
a slow shopper, but seriously, a full
hour.
I miss playing football with my
brother on sunny, fall days back
when we were kids. But even more,
I miss the energy I had as a kid,
being able to go non-stop all day
without giving a thought of taking a
nap.
For the first time in four years,
I ran a five kilometer (3.1 miles)
race. I hate to say it, but after running five miles for the last four years,
3.1 miles seems like a short race.
One of the best feelings in the
world is getting an 4 A' on a paper..

est to you.
A good prank to pull on your
fall.
Thumbs up to the grounds crew roommate is to take his underwear,
for doing an excellent job of keep- put it in a pail full of water, and put
it in the freezer. P.S. Be sure to
ing Hope's campus looking good.
How many of you are in favor leave one clean pair so he has someof more outside lines for long dis- thing to wear the next day.
Have you started your Christtance calls using calling cards? Last
week 1 spent what seemed like an mas shopping yet? How about maketernity to get a line, but never did. ing up a list of what you want for
Parietals are again back on the Christmas? I think I'll ask for some
table in Student Congress, so be more underwear and socks so Til
sure to voice your opinion to your never have to do laundry again.
Have you read all the letters to
representative about this or any other
the editor in this issue yet? It's great
matter.
Too much studying inside is to get feedback from students on
detrimental to ones health. Be sure concems pertaining to what we print
to get out on these beautiful fall days in this paper.
I encourage anyone and everyto enjoy the weather, because the
cold days of winter are just around one to write in about any concems
you may have about different issues
the comer.
When was the last time you presented or not presented in The
went to a Hope sporting event? Get anchor.

MISTER BOFFO
by Joe Martin
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ARTS

Honorary Hope degree given to opera singer
Holland - Sherrill Milnes, baritone with
"Except for SherriU's singing in our
New York's Metropolitan Opera, received an church choir as well as in the high school a
honorary degree from Hope College on cappella choir, as many of us did, 1 remember
Tuesday, Oct. 15.
Sherrill from those years not so much as a
Approximately 500 people attended the singer, interestingly, but as first chair violinist
event, which featured a musical tribute to in the high school orchestra and as the tuba
Milnes by several of the college's performing player in the high school band," Aschbrenner
groups and soloists.
said.
Milnes, who was presented a doctorate of
"Sherrill still enjoys reminiscing about
letters, responded with brief remarks and a playing in the marching band during football
solo rendition of Celius Dougherty's season," Aschbrenner said. "I, on the other
"Shenandoah."
hand, less so, for, as an oboist I was put to use
The convocation served as something of playing cymbals or lugging around the bell
an unlikely reunion for Milnes, who was lyra."
introduced by members of the Hope faculty
"Cunning, evil, mad, jealous, religious
who had been among his childhood friends in hypocrite, malevolent schemer-hardly the
Downers Grove, IL.
words we associate with the individuals we
Faculty members Charles Aschbrenner, honor on these occasions," Sobania said.
professor of music, and Neal Sobania, direc"But for many, these characterizations,
tor of international education and associate which represent the stage personae of the man
professor of history, provided insights into we are gathered to recognize tonight, are all
both Milnes' professional and personal lives. people know of him."
"Raised on a dairy farm, Sherrill found
.. "In real life, however, Sherrill Milnes is
the time to study piano, violin, viola, double far removed from the Scarpia's, Di Luna's
bass, clarinet and tuba, as well as voice," and lago's he portrays," Sobania said. "It's
Aschbrenner said.
only his great dramatic skill that allows him to
"Sherrill was nurtured in a musical fam- act them so convincingly."
ily; his mother was a director of the First
"Unchanged by the success he so richly
CongregationalChurch Senior Choir in which deserves, international fame and acclaim rest
he, his father and his older brother all sang." lightly on his shoulders, and have not over-

He has also worked extensively with
young singers, and has led master classes or
done more extensive teaching at several institutions. He performs regularly on the Hour
of Power telecast.
Performing during the convocation were
brass choirs; the Hope College Chapel Choir,
College Chorus and Orchestra, with soprano
Katy Grace, a senior from Midland, and
mezzo-soprano Kelly Zacha, a sophomore
from Okemos; soloist Mary Alice Bright,
accompanied by pianist David Bright, both
1989 Hope graduates from Kalamzoo; the
Hope College Wind Ensemble; and Dr. Huw
R. Lewis, associate professor of music and
organist. Milnes was accompanied by pianist
Jon Spong.
Also participating in the convocation were
John H. Jacobson, president of Hope College;
Jacob E. Nienhuis, provost and professor of
classics; the Reverend Gerard Van Heest,
chaplain; Amy J. Haveman, a senior from
Zeeland, cross bearer; and faculty marshals
Joan C. Conway, professor of music, and
Eugene C. Jekel, Edward A. and Elizabeth
Hofman professor of chemistry.
While in West Michigan, Milnes also
performed in the St. Cecilia Music Society's
Great Artist series in Grand Rapids on
Wednesday, Oct. 16.

powered or twisted his midwestem roots, and
values with iheir focus and commiunent to
family, church and country," Sobania said.
Milnes, who has received approximately
10 honorary degrees, noted that he apprec iated
the personal touch that accompanied Hope's
award.
'This is without a doubt the richest, fullest
ceremony and the closest connection to
hometown-to family," Milnes said. "It has a
special meaning when you hear things like
that from people that know about it."
Milnes' concert and opera appearances
take him to all parts of the world, and he has
received international acclaim for his work.
He has the distinction of being the most recorded American opera singer, with more
than 60 recordings on all of the major labels.
He has been with New York's Metropolitan Opera since 1965, making his debut
there in Gounod's Faust.
He was launched to stardom in 1968,
when his performance as Miller in Verdi's
Luisa Miller literally stopped the show at the
Met and made him the era's dominant baritone.
Milnes' international career began in
1970, with Macbeth at the Vienna State Opera. He has since performed in all the world's
great opera capitals.

GPS presents string ensemble
y by Matt Buys
arts editor
The Great Performance series presented
the Guildhall String Ensemble, with Michala
t
Petri, to a full crowd in the Dimnet Chapel on
Saturday.
"The Guildhall String Ensemble is one of
4
just two string orchestras in England without
a conductor," says the program. "The group is
^ also unusually small: it consists of merely 11
> string players plus a harpsicordist," but they're
an extremely talented bunch. Later this year,
they will play at Carnegie Hall.
The Ensemble opened with Handel's
> Concerto Grosso in G major. They played it
loftily, conjuring up images of Renaissance
sanctity. The piece aspired to something
1
higher, crystalline in content it piously rested
A
in the mind like Michelangelo's "Pieta."
,
Next, the Ensemble played Telemann's
Concerto in F major for Treble Recorder, the
recorder was played by Michala Petri of whom
' the New York Times said, "Petri has offered
> spectacular performances of Telemann and
, Vivaldi. Now piping serenely, now unleashing a dazzling flow of scales and arpeggios,
^ always with impeccable intonation and poise,
>
Ms. Petri proved once again that she has few
* peers."
Petri performed flawlessly, flooding the
soul with an immense mellifluous harmony of
notes. She played like a songbird, sailing
>

across the ocean accompanied by waves of
violins and cellos, drowned out by them at
first, but later bursting forth in a flurry of
harmonies that flew past the ears like colorful
butterflies.
Igor Stravinsky's Concerto in D was
performed next. It was a powerful piece, requiring attention from the audience as it boldly
demanded itself to be heard, not just apathetically listened to. Stravinsky's work once
caused an audience to riot in Paris, but in
Dimnet this Stravinsky piece was greeted
with applause. It balanced out the charming
effects of the previous two pieces with its
gloomy but honest Tolstoyian reality.
After the intermission, the Group performed Concerto in C Major for Sopranino
Recorder by Vivaldi. The second movement,
"Allegro" proved to be one of the most enchanting pieces of the evening. In it, Petri's
recorder no longer spoke of sweet harmonies,
but slow, drifting wanderings like a solitary
figure crossing the vast expanse of a desertalways righteously pressing onward, though
no end in sight, with a sense of hope and
meaning.
For the encore, the group chose Mozart's
K137 DivertissimOy ending the performance
on a lighthearted note that won the applause of
the larger than usual audience.
Next, the Great Performance Series will
present The Acting Company, which will
perform A Mid-summer Night's Dream .

| his knackfadepiciing them was where he
. ftnmd hlsroagfc, Interestingty^Gildner, un^
' Uktmost pom, seldom readsftbmhis taok^
Monday, October 14 at 7:00 p.m. m the and when he did, the written word confinc4
galteryofAeDej^eeArtCeiUer^expOunding •• him, holding bis voice to the page. Without
uponfer^off,exotic lands like Herodotus of I Ihebook, be spokedirectly from his heart, in
dd, writer, storyteHer, andpoetGary Gildner ^ a language all could appreciate. He was a
mdUmThe
WarsawSparks.zszibof his story teller.
Fulbright in Poland. .
Captivating the audience with vignette
I I I Gildner, by a twist of fate^ became the f after vignette, Gildner poetically explained
manager of the Sparks, Warsaw's only pro-1 Poland through baseball. Wannly, he defessionaJ baseball team. Be celafcd stories | scribed how a player had stolen third base|
from the book in detail to over 156 people | tatrefksedloteadoffbecai^tte
gattercdto hear hlro. ^ 1 1 1 ® ^
Bis qualifications as a manager of a nationalistic pride wouldn't let turn,
professional baseball team are not as ImPainfully, m another story be teDs of a
pressive as those fa being a writer and a player who accidentally lost a game, airf fctt
poet. He has published nine colleetions of I so borrihte about having let the team down,
poems. indiKfing Chkamus, Blue Like the he went to Tokyo for a few weeks to get
Htmns, three works of fiction, and has away. But most poignant was the over*
received a plethora of awards: National whelming humiliation of Poland's thick
Magazine award for Fiction, the Robert Frost bureaucracy that Gildner slowly leaked into
Fellowship. Two National Endowment for the listener's mind as the night wore on.
the Arts fellowships, the William Carlos
Poland's story as told by Gildner had
Williams and Theodore Roethke poetry something real about it; he didn't inhabit a
prize, and a Pushcart prize.
lofty poetic cloud, but rather was one of us.
As for the sports side, in his youth. He spoke to express, not impress. His full
Gildner threw an American Ugion no-hitter, story can be found in the book. Warsaw
and played basketball for Michigan State Sparks, on sale in the Hope-Geneva bookUniversity.
store, along with other woricsofh is. including
To sprats, Gildner was no stranger, but his poetry.
by Matt Buys

r
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Controversial Chinese film plays at Knickerbocker
vby Matt Buys
arts editor
Imagine floating through a picturesque
Chinese scroll with vibrant colors soaking the
mind in a passionate fervor. Imagine stepping
v;
into a red sunset, a yellow fire, a sumptuous
vVan Gogh. If you can't, then go to the
Knickerbocker; watch the movie Ju Dou, and
it will do it for you.
In this paralyzing tale of passion, Chinese
director Zhang Yimou brings to the screen a
vforbidden story of love, hate, adultery, murd e r , and irony, sucking the audience into a

world where the merciless hand of fate crushes
the life from all who would defy her.
Although Ju Dou was nominated for a
Best Foreign-language film Academy Award,
the Chinese govemment has banned the movie,
and tried to keep it from being viewed oversees, fearing that the graphic depictions of
murder and adultery portray China in a crude
light. In reality, however, the film goes beyond
China and into a tale that all people can
understand.
Much of the plot can be related back to
The Postman Always Rings Twice. It's a story
of a young bride, Ju Dou, bought and married

by a sadistic old man, who lives with his
nephew. She illegitimately bares a child, a
boy named Tianbai, to the nephew, while
married to the old man who's deceived into
thinking it's his.
Most of the movie takes place in the old
man's dye factory, where vast oceans of colored sheets, hanging in the rafters, gently
oscillate in the wind.
Accidentally, the old man drowns in his
own factory, in a tumultuous vat of red dye,
and the lovers are forced to hide their passion
from public, for Chinese custom required the
widow to remain faithful to her original hus-

band, for all time, under penalty of death.
As the boy Tianbai grows older, and
learns of his mother's affair, he becomes
hateful of his father, whom he thinks is his
uncle. When his mother finally tells Tianbai
his true lineage, he angrily shuts himself away,
perhaps refusing to believe it. In the end,
Tianbai throws his dad in the same red vat that
killed the uncle, and it swallows him in dazzling, bloody-red flashes.
The final scene, the most powerful one,
reveals Ju Dou setting fire to the factory while
she, on fire herself, looks on in an unforgettably cathartic trance.
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SPORTS
Flying Dutch shut out Adrian Bulldogs 3-0
by Cal Hodgson
sports editor
Saturday, the mens soccer team defeated
the Adrian Bulldogs 3-0 to stay in the race for
the MIAA title. Hope s conference record is
now - , an their overall record is 11-3.
The Flying Dutch challenged the Adrian

defense right away. Hope scored early when
midfielder Mark MulderfQS) netted a long
range shot with 36:55 to play in the first half,
Hope continued to kmKk on the door, but
the underdog Bulldogs hung tough and the
halftime score was still 1-0.
Forward Darren Bcnnett( , 93)said,"There
were a lot of flurries in front of the net in the

^

Photo by Rich Blair

Scott Modisher ('95) warms up for the game against Adrian.

first half that we should have put in."
Hope had 20 shots on goal for the game.
while Adrian managed only 5.
Early in the second half, Hope had no
trouble finding the net as they recorded two
quick goals. The first was made by forward
Nick Palomaki( , 93), who scored with 40:45
lelt in the half.

the win," said Bennett.
With the game well in hand, coach Sieve
Smith was able to bring many of his startew
out of the game, giving other players a chancy
to play.
Even though there was no more scoring
for the rest of the game, the Prater Fralcrnllv,
was on hand to make sure the chcering didn't,

Then with 27:51 to play, Bennett scored
his 12th goal of the season on an assist from
David Oadc('94).
Backfielfer Jon Van Wieren, who played
outstanding defense for the Dutch, said, "in
the first half we didn't win many balls. In the
second half we had good one touch passes.
We beat Adrian to every 50-50 ball;'
Forward Brad P a g r a t i s ( ' 9 5 ) and
midfielder Jeff Utzinger played a big part in
keeping Hope's offensive drives going.
The game was very physical, with one
Hope player and two Adrian players receiving yellow-card warnings.
"It wasn't pretty, but we came out with

stop for the Hope reserve players.
The excitement didn't end after the game
was over. Goalie Aric Dershem( , 92), wh(f
had three saves for the Flying Dutchmen, was
thrown into the river behind Buys Athletic
Field by his teammates.
Along with Van Wieren and Dershem'
Randy Brothers('92), Travis Wiersma('94)»
and Blake Richards( , 95), played outstanding
defense for the Dutch.
Hope still has games against league lead-'
ers Calvin and Kalamazoo. Victories in those1
games could earn the flying Dutch a posh
season national playoff birth. Monday, Hope
hosted non-conference opponent Aquinas.

Senior looking forward to
teaching career after Hope
by Cal Hodgson
sports editor

A1I-MIAA team.

Holly Brown( 92) is studying to become
a teacher. Other volleyball players could
leam a thing or two from watching her play,

One of Holly's teammates. Shelly
Bareman('92), commented, "Holly has a
commanding presence on the court. She sees
the holes in the defense and hits into the
opening."

Hollyisco-captainofthevolleyballteam.
She was named to the All-MI AA second team

Brown will graduate with a Humanities
composite major.

in '88 and '90 and made the first team in '89.
Holly likes to get up early at 6:45 a.m. "I
Brown is also working toward her el- can get more done," she explained. "I like to
ementary education
get a jump on the
teaching certificate,
day."
T v e made a lot of new friends
and next semester will
It is that kind
be doing her student
and improved my volleyball
of work ethic that
teaching.
skills. I've also learned more
has made Holly
"I am very exited
an outstanding
self-discipline/
to graduate and start
volleyball
—Holly Brown
my career," Holly
player.
said.
Brown first
The Lady Dutch are 11-10 overall this started to play volleyball in seventh grade,
year and 4 - 6 i n the M I A A .
She played for Loy Norrix Highschool in
We re steadily improving with each Kalamazoo and was selected third team Allmatch," Brown said. "Our record doesn't Slate her senior season.
reflect our efforts and talents. We've lost a lot
During the summer, when she wasn't at
of close matches."
the beach. Holly worked at a preschool, gainHolly plays every position, but likes the ing experience toward her career goal of befront row the best. Her favorite player is Liz ing a elementary school teacher.
Maskayan, who plays front row on the
Even though the volleyball team will
women's Olympic volleyball team.
probably not gain a NCAA tournament bid.
Brown talked about her Hope volleyball Holly said first year coach Karla Wolters was
experience. 1 ve made a lot of new friends keeping a positive attitude about their record
and improved my volleyball skills. I've had a
"Coach Wolters has tried to make this
ot of fun and a lot of real good experiences, transitional year easy on everyone " Brown
I ve also learned more self-discipline."
said.
This year Holly has continued her excellent play and again should be named to the

and 7-1*1 In the MIAA,

place team. Lisa StoverfM) was the league
inMfolW w M I a T

iiil

Next year will leave the volleyball court
and leam a new game kick ball.

This week in the MIAA
FOOTRAT J.

Saturday:
Hope at Adrian
Albion at Olivet
Alma at Kalamazoo

The men^s "g
s k t c u u i * ixi WW I H i R i S
MIAA slatidliigB beMud Olivet Jasoa LePageC^)

Calvin at Alma

* * * * * * *

VOLLRYRAT.T

Albion at Adrian
Olivet at Calvin
Hope at Kalamazoo

ME^S sorrpffi

Monday:
Hope Defeated Aquinas 8-0
Kalamazoo at Adrian
Albion at Olivet

men's and wo

WOMEN'S s n r r f f f i

Adrian at Kalamazoo
Olivet at Albion
Alma at Calvin

iiSfii
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Harriers race to aquire two titles at invitational
A

by Dai Wessman

guest writer
'tl — — — —
On Friday afternoon. October 18, the
Hope College men's and women's cross
country teams participated in the 1991 Grand
Valley Stale University Invitational. Both the
women and the men raced five kilometers, or
3.1 miles.
This was a refreshing change of venue for
the men, who typically race eight kilometers,
or five miles. The invitational was held on
Grand Valley's campus.
The course was an out-and-back design,
starting on the athletic fields, looping along a
woodland trail, and finishing where it began.
Besides Grand Valley State University,
the Dutchmen competed against Ferris State
University, Grand Rapids Community College, and Wayne Slate University. The Lady
Dutch faced Schoolcraft College in Addition
to FSU, GRCC, and GVSU.
Both of Hope's teams were victorious.
The final score of the women's meet was
Hope 37, Ferris 56, Grand Valley 60, GRCC
95, and Schoolcraft 128.
The results of the men's meet were as
follows: Hope 41, Grand Valley 55, GRCC

Classifieds
ADDRESSERS WANTED immediately!
No experience necessary. Process FH A mortgage refunds. W ^ i ^ i J i Q m ^ Call 1-405-3213064.
PULL FOR the environment. Saturday,
October 26,9-11 a.m. Sign up in the English
Department with Dr. Hemenway.
HEY!! Drop Sunni a line in Japan!
Susan Tenhor, 27-4 Kashiwaba, Naka-Ku,
Y okohama 213, J AP AN
FAST EASY INCOME! Earn 100's
weekly stuffing envelopes. Send self-addressed stamped envelope to:
Fast
Income
P.O. Box 641517
Chicago,
IL 60664-1517
MARY & CHERYL - Thanks for being
such good friends. SDK

63 Ferris 105, and Wayne State 131.
The top five runners for the Lady Dutch
were: Marcia Vandersall('93) 19:20, Amy
LeathermanC95)
19:51,
Alicia
Mendenhall('94) 20:03, Theresa Foster('94),
and Amy Haveman('92) 20:32.
Other Lady Dutch finishers included
Sonja Langlois('94), Cheryl Becker( , 92),
Melissa Modderman('94), Dana Thompson('95), Cara Luchies('94), Gretchen
Hirschy( '95), Jeanne Kuhajek( '95), Grectchen
Sligh('93), and Kathy Schoon('95).
Katie Conlen('95) actually clocked the
fastest time for the women, though unable to
compete in the women's meet due to a class
schedule conflict. Instead, Conlen raced
against the men, finishing in a very respectable 18:34.
The top five were Aaron Bruininks('94)
15:39, Doug Burcheit('92) 16:21, Steve
Johnson('94) 16:34, Steve Kaukonen('92)
16:42, and Jason Elmore('93) 16:48.
Other finishers from the Hope men's
squad included Todd Whitwam('95), Cody
Inglis( 93),PhilJones('91),JohnNowak('94),
John MacLaren('95), Malt Thompson('94),
Brian Calandra('95), and Malt Rapp('95).
Following their successful outing at the

Photo by Rich Blair

Phil Jones ('91) warms up before the meet on Friday.
Grand Valley invitational, the Hope cross
country teams must now focus on the upcoming MIAA meet, to be held at Alma College
on Thursday, October 31.

D - I WOULD send you a dozen long
stem roses accompanied with a poem, but I
know how much more this classified means to
you. (Just kidding) So jusl a note to say Thanks for last Saturday Night.

THE ALTEPNATIVE
89.9-WTHS

HELP MAKE a difference - Pull for the
Environment. Meet in the DeWitt parking lot
on Saturday, October 26 at 9 a.m.

Do you ever dream of being
Casey Kasem?
Do you ever find youself imitating
Don Pardo?
Does the opposite sex melt at the
sound of your voice?

NYKERK COMMITTEE - Keep up the
good work! You are all doing an awesome
job! Good Luck! Tracy
NEED PAPERS PROFESSIONALLY
typed? Call 399-5778 after 4:30 p.m.. Reasonable rates.
HELP WANTED: Local Company needs
help part time. S6.50/hr. Saturday and/or
Mondays. 6:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m.; 2:30 p.m.10:30 p.m.; 10:30 p.m.-6:30 a.m. Hours
Flexible. Castex Industries 392-6966. (Human Resources)

If so, (or not) then apply to be a

DJ for the Alternative
Station - 89.9 fmWTHS

NEED TO fulfill community hours for a
campus violation? Sign up for Pull for the
Environment and complete some hours while
doing good for the environment.
CONGRATULATIONS TO Lynn Block
for sophomore Nykerk representative! Good
Luck from you Laffy Taffy buddies! Love
Tracy, Kim and Holly
PETITION CIRCULATORS EARN BIG
$'S circulating statewide petition. Full/Part
time. FUN JOB, EASY $ 1-800-a-tax-cut
JOIN THE ANCHOR STAFF and meet
lots of exciting people, do to exciting lectures
and even earn free classifieds!.
MANY PEOPLE at Hope are proud of
the Pull as a traditional event approaching its
100th anniversary. But how proud are we of
the junk which has accumulated in the area
^
^
^

where the Pull Battle is waged? The area is an
ugly blight on the environment. Help clean it
up on October 26,9-11a.m.

The Lady Dutch are currently tied with
Calvin College for first place in the conference, whereas the Dutchmen are a strong
second behind Calvin.

Stop by the station and pick up an application
or call X7878 and ask for Chris 'Bobo' Allman
RESTAl RAM

Halloween Costume Party
Thursday October 31 8 - 1 1 p.m,

#
Best C o s t u m e Prizes
Triuia C o n t e s t
Music f o r Dancing
Drink Specials
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! SISE
FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS to stu>
dents or student organizations promoting our
v Spring Break Packages. Good Pay & Fun.
Call CMI 1-800-423-5264

1T. AWRllUf

t^
1 800 537 2186 (Toll Free Dial)

ft. WAWkmV&rthWZ

TEL 0800 89 5404
New York Office

HOPE-SOVIET program commemora> live T-shirts available at Int'l Educ. office.
$10 for students.
T

>

(Toll Free Dial)

(« i 9;()0A.M b:30PM
I P i ilJH

TEL I 800 344 7241 (Toll Free D.al)
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12 The anchor

October 2 3 , 1 9 9 1

SIX CHARACTERS
IN SEARCH OF
AN AUTHOR
BY
LUIGI PIRANDELLO
s,
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Oct. 25, 26,30, 31, Nov. 1 and 2 1991
8:00 P.M.

HOPECOLLEGE THEATRE
Special 2 for 1 rate Wed and Thur, Oct 30 and 31.

